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Editorial
This special issue presents a selection of eight expanded versions of papers presented during the
SoCG2002 conference. SoCG2002 was the eighteenth annual Symposium on Computational Geometry,
featuring both theoretical and applied research, and a video review, and was held at Universitat
Politècnica de Catalunya, Barcelona, Spain. While a separate special issue focused on the theoretical
research in Computational Geometry, this selection of eight papers span various implementation issues
or applications of computational geometry.
The paper on Parametric Search by van Oostrum and Veltkamp, simplifies the practical application of
sorting based parametric search geometric optimization, by using Quicksort as the generic algorithm
in sorting based rather than a more complicated parallel sorting algorithm. The k-means Clustering
paper by Kanungo, Mount, Netanyahu, Piatko, Silverman and Wu, demonstrate effectively how a
local improvement heuristic based on center swapping, yields a practical approximation method when
combined with Lloyd’s algorithm. Haverkort, de Berg and Gudmundsson present a new algorithm
for constructing isothetic box bounding volume hierarchies in 3D, with a polylogarithmic worst case
approximate range query under general industrial scene assumptions. Agarwal, Guibas, Nguyen, Russel
and Zhang consider spherical bounding hierarchies, and use it for collision and self-collision detection
in a deforming chain of spheres, with sub-quadratic worst case time complexity in three dimensions
and higher. The paper on solving Jigsaw puzzles using only shape, by Goldberg, Malon and Bern, is a
comprehensive and optimized solution to an old problem. Ben-Moshe, Katz, Mitchell and Nir present
an implementation and impirical results for efficacy, in simplifying terrain models, while maintaining
quality measures based on inter-point visibility. The remaining two papers are on meshing, always
of popular industrial interest. The first of these is on quality and parallel Delaunay refinement for
certain polyhedra by Nave, Chrisochoides and Chew, and the second is on 3D Delaunay triangulation
constructions conforming to planar complexes by Cohen-Steiner, Colin de Verdière and Yvinec.
I thank all the authors for their interest in the SoCG conference, and their patience for this special issue,
the referees for their thorough work, and the editor in chief of CGTA, Joerg Sack, for having accepted to
publish this collection of applied geometry papers.
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